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SIMPLE AND SAFE  
BOATING IS THE BEST
Is there anything better than a beautiful, carefree day on the water? Our modern and popular boats – designed and manufactured in Norway 

since 1959 – are recognised for their quality, practical and solid construction, and user friendliness. With Pioner you will find practical, reliable, 

robust and environmentally friendly models to suit every taste. Looking for a boat for the coastline or a mountain lake? For adults or for young 

people? For beginners or more experienced boat users? For leisure, professional use or tourism?

Try a Pioner and experience real boating fun!
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PIONER - FOR A SIMPLE BOATING LIFE 
Using and owning a Pioner boat is easy and practical.

The much sought-after boats in the Pioner range are rotationally moulded in polyethylene and built for 
demanding conditions. They will withstand rough treatment, require little maintenance and last a lifetime. 
We pride ourselves on our ability to make safe products of first-class quality. The environment and our 
surroundings are two of our top priorities, and Pioner’s modern boats are recyclable.

A boat from Pioner has many advantages:

ROBUST
Pioner boats will withstand rough treatment, are user friendly, require little maintenance and last a life-
time. It is these qualities that have made Pioner boats so popular among boaters worldwide. The boats 
are rotationally moulded in polyethylene – a very robust material with an added UV stabiliser for longevity. 
The boats are moulded in one piece and can withstand enormous stresses, such as bumps and knocks, 
extreme temperatures and sunlight.

QUALITY
We apply for Det Norske Veritas Germanischer Lloyd (DNV-GL) approval for our boats, in addition to the 
CE label. DNV-GL monitors our production, and tests and approves our boat models to verify that the 
CE regulations have been met. Cipax AS has strict procedures for our entire production. Combined with 
the professional expertise of our staff, this ensures that Pioner boats are of superior quality. In 2016 all 
Pioner and Steady branded models were recertified by DNV-GL to comply with the new recreational craft 
directive (2013/53/EU).

DESIGNED AND 
PRODUCED IN NORWAY

DESIGNET OG
PRODUSERT I NORGE
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STRONG MATERIAL
Pioner boats are rotationally moulded in polyethylene. The production 
method and the structure of the boats makes them highly robust 
and durable. Pioner boats can be pulled up onto the beach and rocks.

MINIMAL MAINTENANCE
The boats require minimal maintenance. This gives users more time 
to enjoy “simple boating”. Should your Pioner become damaged, 
repairs are no problem.

LONGEVITY
Pioner boats are made from a plastic material containing UV stabi-
lisers, which prevent the colour from fading and the material from 
degrading over time. 

STABILITY
The structure and design of Pioner boats make them stable and 
safe. Our customers are safe when using one of our boats and while 
it is moving. The boats have a double-hull design that glides through 
the water and provides good buoyancy and safety. 

SAFETY
Det Norske Veritas Germanischer Lloyd (DNV-GL) checks and 
approves Pioner’s boats as an independent third party. This gives 
Pioner users confidence and the ability to enjoy their boating. 

RECYCLABLE
Polyethylene is an environmentally friendly material which is 100% 
recyclable. Any materials surplus to boat production are re-used in 
other products. Even the production method is very environmentally 
friendly. PIONER is the environmentally friendly choice.

Fam-
ily and 

Children
Active 
Family Fishing

Active 
Leisure Rental Pro

Pioner 8 MINI • • •
Pioner 10 CLASSIC • • •
Pioner 12 MAXI • • •
Pioner 13 • • •
Pioner 14 ACTIVE • • • • •
Pioner 15 • • •
Pioner VIKING • • • • •
Pioner 17 FLEXI • • • • •
Pioner MULTI • • • • •
Pioner TRIO • • •

BOAT RANGE
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PIONER MULTI

IT’S ALL ABOUT MASTERING THE 
MAJORITY OF CHALLENGES AT SEA

It’s all in the name. The Pioner Multi has such an 
intelligent design that its usability stretches from an 
emergency boat to a fishing boat, to a diving boat.

Professional seafarers love this boat, which offers 
extensive features and a loading capacity of 1,122* kg. 

The bow port is lowered with a rust-free hoist, which 
eases embarking/disembarking and loading/unload-
ing. It has a simple design and is extremely seawor-
thy. There are many more than just professional 
boaters who need a Pioner Multi. 

* D classification. Class C 972kg.
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PIONER MULTI

Weight 466 Kg (Excluding optional equipment)

Length x width 530 cm x 215 cm. Bow port: 92 cm. 

Max occupants 8 / 10 (C/D classification)

Max HK / KW 80 / 60

Shaft length Long

Optional 
equiptment

Extra seat box, wide or slim steering console, 
console port side, windshield, windshield frame, 
ladder railing set, A-frame with lanterns and 
a switch panel, back support with cushion, 
console cover, Fixing bracket for sounder.

Certification CE category C/D DNV-GL

Max speed 33 knots

Colour    
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The town of Porsgrunn straddles the Porsgrunnselva 
river, the lowest reaches of the Telemark waterway, 
at the point where it meets the Frierfjord. So it goes 
without saying that the Porsgrunn fire brigade needs 
a boat that delivers what it promises and can take 
some hard knocks.

The Porsgrunn fire brigade is based in a waterfront location in the Herøya 
industrial area. At the fire station, a Pioner Multi is kept at the ready on a 
specially built trailer. When they need to deploy the boat, the firefighters 
simply pull on a quick release handle and it slides into the water.

“The boat was bought in kit form, so we could choose from a whole range 
of controls and components and customise the boat to meet our needs,” 
explains firefighter Stig Evju. “Long story short, we ended up with a tailor-
made firefighting and rescue boat.”

COMBINED FIREFIGHTING AND RESCUE BOAT
The fire brigade has vessels based in both Porsgrunn and Brevik, and all 
firefighters in the district hold a boating licence. A larger boat is based in 
the coastal town of Brevik, which can be deployed if fire breaks out on one 
of the islands in the fjord. The Pioner Multi then provides backup for the 
firefighting vessel.

The fire brigade’s Pioner Multi is highly visible with its bright red hull and 
special markings. It is used mainly as a rescue boat on the Porsgrunnselva 
river.

“We’ve never had such a good boat for use here in town before,” says 
Stig Evju. “The Pioner Multi has ample space for all our equipment – and, 
importantly, for intense activity on deck such as resuscitation.”

PIONER MULTI TO THE RESCUE
When the alarm is raised and the fire brigade is called out to perform a 
rescue operation on the river, a team of six firefighters is always deployed. 
Four of them, including two surface-swimming divers who swim out from 
shore, head to the scene in a vehicle. The other two firefighters set off 
in the Pioner Multi, which is soon on scene thanks to its 75 horsepower 
engine.

“The boat can be launched extremely fast. When we arrive on scene, we 
secure the surface rescuers and assist them in the rescue operation. The 
Pioner Multi has a bow ramp. Once lowered, the ramp forms a floating 
platform that we can stand and walk on, which makes it easier to pull 
people out of the water.”

BUILT TO TAKE HARD KNOCKS
The distinctive feature of the Pioner Multi is its twin keels. Thanks to this 
design feature, the boat behaves very differently in the water from other 

KEEPING THE TOWN SAFE WITH  
PIONER MULTI
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boats in its class. Even during intense activity on board, it stays steady and 
stable. The Porsgrunn fire brigade had a special propeller guard fitted to 
prevent injury to surface-swimming divers working close to the propeller 
during rescue operations.

“The Pioner Multi is a real workhorse. It meets our needs in every respect 
and is extremely robust. Any scratches can easily be smoothed out with 
an iron. What’s more, it’s made in Norway, and we bought it from a local 
dealer. We’ve also found it easy to obtain great customer service from the 
manufacturer,” declares Stig Evju with satisfaction.

The town of Porsgrunn has invested in a rescue boat that its citizens can 
rely on for many years to come. And what could be better suited to a fire 
brigade than a Pioner with its trademark red hull?

– We’ve never had such a 
good boat for use here in 
town before.

“
“

Stig Evju, firefighter Porsgrunn
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PIONER 17 FLEXI

PIONER 17 FLEXI

SPEED, COMFORT AND 
VERSATILITY WITH GREAT DESIGN

Pioner 17 Flexi is constructed for the active boater. 
It is equipped with a centered console, stainless 
gunwales and auto self-draining as standard.

This is a robust and extremely seaworthy all round 
boat with bold design. You can use your Pioner 17 
Flexi everyday, on holidays or you can use it when 
you go scubadiving or endorse in other watersports. 
Flexi has a large deck with plenty of storage room.

Weight 390 Kg

Length x width 520 cm  x 215 cm

Max occupants 6

Max HP / KW 75 / 56

Shaft length Long

Optional
equiptment

Wind screen frame, backrest, cushion 
set, ladder, additional seat/storage box, 
A-frame, alt. lighting mast, console cover, 
“Flip seats”.

Certification CE category C  DNV-GL

Max speed 32 knots

Colour   
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PIONER VIKING

PIONER VIKING

Weight 340 Kg

Length x width 450 cm x 190 cm

Max occupants 6

Max HP / KW 40 / 30

Shaft length Long

Optional 
equiptment

Windshield, windshield frame, railing set, 
back support with cushion, set of cush-
ions, ladder, A-frame, lantern mast.

Certification CE category C DNV-GL

Max speed 27 knots

Colour   

A SPORTY JEEP FOR THE COAST 
OR A SPACIOUS COUNTRY BOAT 

The Pioner Viking has a simple design and excellent 
seaworthiness. The boat has a high freeboard and is 
a perfect family boat.

The Pioner Viking is a self-draining boat with a 
proven hull. The standard model has three lockable 
areas for luggage, equipment and the fuel tank. The 
boat has ample space for six people.

Additional equipment, such as a A-frame with 
lanterns, rust-free railings, a set of cushions, 
windshield and windshield frame make the Pioner 
Viking an attractive boat that can achieve good 
speeds.
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PIONER 15

PIONER 15

GIVES YOU THE GREAT FEELING 
OF SOLID CONSTRUCTION AND 
PROVEN DESIGN

The Pioner 15 is one of Norway’s best-selling 
country boats. This is not surprising considering its 
versatility.

Go fishing or island hopping; your family, friends, pets 
and luggage will all be transported safely. The Pioner 
15 is a robust boat that you can always rely on.

This spacious 15 footer has ample room for five 
people, and is stable and extremely seaworthy. Two 
lockable storage areas help to keep order on board. 
The boat can withstand rough conditions, has a 
simple design and a maximum speed of 22 knots.

Weight 200 Kg

Length x width 450 cm x 180 cm

Max occupants 5

Max HP / KW 25 / 18,7

Shaft length Long

Optional 
equiptment

Console, windshield, windshield frame, 
railings, ladder, front and stern, back 
support with cushion, set of cushions, 
lantern mast, oars.

Oars 9”/270 cm

Certification CE category C DNV-GL

Max speed 22 knots

Colour   
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PIONER 14 ACTIVE

COMBINING TRADITION AND  
SAFETY WITH A MODERN DESIGN 

The Pioner 14 Active is one of our newest models. 
It combines classical lines and exceptional driver 
comfort with modern details and a beautiful finish.

Rope cleats have been integrated into the hull of the 
boat. A practical space on the port side is suitable 
for long objects, such as a boat hook and fishing rod. 
On the starboard side there is a space for smaller 
items, such as mobile telephones and wallets. The 
boat also has a battery area, space for a fuel tank 
under the stern seat, and additional storage space 
under the middle seat.

The boat has good buoyancy and a high deck level, 
and it is self-draining and well suited to today’s 
4-stroke engines. 

A high freeboard allows you to remain dry and 
comfortable, even in rough waves. Pioner 14 Active 
is a spacious 14 foot boat for four people. Active 
boaters will gain a considerable amount of pleasure 
from this boat.
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PIONER 14 ACTIVE

Weight 220 Kg

Length x width 411  cm x 173 cm

Max occupants 3/4 (C/D Classification)

Max HP / KW 25 / 18,7

Shaft length Long

Optional 
equiptment

Console, cushions, lantern mast, railings,  
windshield, windshield frame, back sup-
port with cushion, oars, ladder.

Oars 9”/270 cm

Certification CE category C/D DNV-GL

Max speed 24 knots

Colour    
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PIONER 13

PIONER 13

FOR CAREFREE BOATING 

The Pioner 13 makes owning a boat easy. It is even, 
stable and easy to drive. Good seaworthiness is 
appreciated by both new boat owners and experi-
enced boaters alike. The boat is suitable for smaller 
4-stroke engines and rowing.

The standard model is spacious and has ample room 
for four people. Luggage, equipment and the fuel 
tank can be placed in two lockable storage areas.

The boat can be equipped with a railing set and set 
of cushions.

Weight 155 Kg

Length x width 393 cm  x 155 cm

Max occupants 4

Max HP / KW 8 / 6

Shaft length Short

Optional 
equiptment

Railings, set of cushions, lanterns. 

Oars 8”/240 cm (standard equipment)

Certification CE-category D DNV-GL

Max speed 10 knots

Colour   
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Dag Røberg’s trailer is in the yard ready to go, loaded 
with his Pioner 14 Active and all the gear he needs for 
a successful fishing expedition.

“When I was considering buying a new boat, I was originally thinking 
aluminium,” admits Dag, who runs the recreational fishing blog Team Colibri 
with some of his fishing buddies.

HOOKED ON PIONER
“But the advantages of a plastic boat are not to be sneered at. I actually 
tripped across Pioner at a boat show. Like most people, I can remember 
red Pioner boats from my childhood, and I decided the 14-foot Active 
model was the right choice for me. I’m so happy with the boat I chose. It’s 
very quiet in the water. It doesn’t vibrate when the engine is running, and 
the hull doesn’t reverberate and scare away the fish if I drop something on 
deck. Not to mention the near-silent lapping of the waves on the hull.”

Dag’s idea of a perfect day is one spent in his boat, 
or in his Pioner 14 to be more accurate. It 
could be with the family – the boat easily 

accommodates loads of fishing tackle plus Dag’s wife and two children – 
or it could be a fishing expedition with his buddies or by himself. Another 
big advantage of the Pioner 14 is that he can easily handle the boat on his 
own if he suddenly feels the urge to go fishing.

“This is how it should be if I want to get the most out of a boat,” Dag 
explains. “I drive off with the boat on my trailer, launch it into the water 
quickly and easily, and bring it back ashore just as easily. No bother at 
all. And because the boat is so lightweight, it means I don’t need a huge 
vehicle to haul it. But it’s worth spending a little on a decent trailer if you’re 
going to be driving around a lot with the boat.”

ME AND MY BOAT
When Dag Røberg talks about his boat, you get the feeling they are good 
friends, or at least have a friendly relationship. He describes the boat as 
trusty, forgiving and very stable.

“What I mean is this is a brilliant starter model for someone who’s never 
owned a boat before. With a Pioner 14, your back is covered. It can take a 
lot of knocks – shocks and impacts, wind and weather.

THE FISHING BLOGGER HOOKED ON 
THE PIONER 14
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“And when I say the boat is stable, I mean it sits really well in the water. 
Two fisherman can stand in the boat without causing it to wobble. The 
boat’s behaviour is very easy to read. It always gives clear hints of what’s 
about to happen. The boat feels robust and secure,” says Dag, adding that 
he has put his boat to the test in stormy conditions.

“It was important for me to know how the boat would behave in heavier 
seas and stronger winds than usual, mainly as a way of familiarising myself 
with it. I mean, I spend a lot of time in it every fishing season. That boat’s a 
lot tougher than me,” he adds with a grin.

For recreational fisherman and blogger Dag Røberg, the Pioner 14 Active 
is a useful piece of equipment that can withstand a lot and requires very 
little maintenance – leaving him free to focus on what he likes best: 
fishing.

Visit Dag’s blog at www.teamcolibri.blogspot.com (in Norwegian).

“
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PIONER 12 MAXI

TOUGH SAFETY FOR THE FUTURE

The Pioner 12 Maxi is a modern, safe and versatile 
boat. It is self-draining, has a simple design and is 
very stable and solid. Pioner is a market leader in 
rotationally moulded design, and with the new Pioner 
12 Maxi this construction method is taken to new 
heights. The boat’s double hull makes it extremely 
safe, and full contact between the deck and hull 
make a more rigid and robust boat.

The boat can accommodate three to four persons, 
and a high freeboard ensures a comfortable and dry 
boat trip for all. A longitudinal thwart is designed for 
the best possible rowing conditions. The boat has a 
standard seat/storage box in the stern with space 
for a 24 liter fuel tank.

This is a modern boat in finish and design, with 
small, finely moulded details such as cup holders, 
grips and solid rope cleats. 

Whether your cabin is located by a mountain lake, a 
small tarn or by the sea, the Pioner 12 Maxi is a boat 
that you and your family will love for its user-friendly 
versatility; take it out for a spin, make a flying visit to 
the shop, go swimming, fishing or take a trip to an islet. 

Photography: Raymond Aaserud
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PIONER 12 MAXI

Weight 160 Kg

Length x width 381 cm x 165 cm

Max occupants 4

Max HP / KW 15 / 11,2 

Shaft length Long

Optional 
equiptment

Ladder, grab rails front and back, lighting 
mast, A-frame, steering advice, cushion set, 
oars.

Oars 9”/270 cm

Certification CE category D DNV-GL

Max speed 20 knots

Colour     

Photography: Raymond Aaserud

Photography: Raymond Aaserud
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PIONER 10 CLASSIC

FUN AND EASY-TO-USE  
QUALITY BOAT

The Pioner 10 Classic is a smart, safe boat which is 
easy to control and manoeuvre – perfect for children 
and adults alike.

This modern model is self-draining, solid, has a 
simple design and is fun to row. The Pioner 10 
Classic feels very safe and is also suitable for use 
in a variety of conditions, something appreciated 
by young and old alike. The boat will accommodate 
three persons and is approved for 9,9 bhp.

The Pioner 10 Classic is very practical, user-friendly 
and robust. It is self-draining. This is a modern boat 
in finish and design, with small, finely moulded de-
tails such as cup holders, grips and solid rope cleats. 
The model is brilliant for use as a towing dinghy or 
at the cabin, be it at the coast, by a tarn or by a 
mountain lake.

Pioner is a market leader in rotationally moulded 
design and has taken construction and production 
to new heights with this brand-new model. 
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PIONER 10 CLASSIC

Weight 120 Kg

Length x width 323 cm x 147 cm

Max occupants 3

Max HP / KW 9,9 / 7,3

Shaft length Short                        

Optional 
equiptment

Ladder, grab rails front and back, light-
ing, steering advice, console, cushions, 
A-frame, oars.

Oars 8”/240 cm

Certification CE category D DNV-GL

Max speed 18 knots

Colour     
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PIONER 8 MINI

PIONER 8 MINI

PERFECT AS A FIRST BOAT FOR 
CHILDREN BUT ALSO AN
IDEAL SMALL TENDER FOR 
SHORT TRIPS

The Pioner 8 Mini is a boat with an impressive variety 
of uses: Put it on the car roof rack and be sea-ready 
wherever you go; use it to get to and from another 
boat; tow it, or let the children develop good boating 
habits with this sturdy boat.

The Pioner 8 Mini has a good speed with a small 
engine, and is easy to row. Lengthwise seats provide 
comfortable seating and the oars can be secured 
with straps during towing.

Weight 54 Kg

Length x width 242  cm x 134 cm

Max occupants 2

Max HP / KW 3,5  / 2,6

Shaft length Short

Oars 6”/180 cm (standard equiptment)

Certification CE category D DNV-GL

Knots      

Photography: Raymond Aaserud

Photography: Raymond Aaserud
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PIONER TRIO

THE MODERN AND ROBUST FA-
VOURITE 

Trio is a fun and out-of-the-ordinary pedalo that 
brings the whole family together in shared activities. 
Trio has a modern and attractive finish and can seat 
up to five people. Two of the seats can be folded 
down and made into a sunbed, and you can retrofit a 
bathing ladder. The Pioner Trio is self-draining.

Weight 175 Kg

Length x width 375  cm x 190 cm

Max occupants 5

Optional 
equiptment

Ladder, Boarding railings

Colour     

THE ENJOYABLE AND SOCIAL 
WAY TO KEEP FIT
Anyone who has used a pedalo before will know 
that they are suitable for every occasion: from 
sunbathing and relaxation to games and sport; 
for children and adults, families and friends.

The holiday feeling is never far away in a pedalo. 
They are often to be found for hire on beaches 
and in activity parks, campsites or other tourist 
spots.  But what about owning one yourself?

Enjoy the quietness of a gentle walk, let the 
youngsters play and swim, or use it as a social 
workout. The choice is yours. 

Pioner represents Norwegian quality products, 
and over the years it has been one of Europe’s 
largest producers of pedalos.
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PIONER EQUIPTMENT
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Console • STANDARD • • • •

Console port side •

Console wide • STANDARD

Console cover • • • • •

Windshield • STANDARD • • •

Windshield frame • • • • •

Ladder • • • • • • •

Additional seat box • •

Cusihions • • • • • • • •

Lanterns and a switch panel • • • • • • •

Fixing bracket for sounder •

Boarding rail •

Railing stern • • • • • • •

Railing bow • • • • • • •

Railing complete STANDARD

Back support with cushion • • • • •

A-frame • • • • •

Oars • • STANDARD • • STANDARD

Colours                     

 

MARBLE WHITE PIONER RED LIME PINK
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Tenk Kom
m

unikasjon // tenkkom
.no

FIND YOUR DEALER:
www.pionerboat.com

We make reservations for any product changes and misprints.

• Longevity
• Minimal maintenance
• High quality
• Safe
• Stable
• Very robust

• Strong material
• Recyclable
• Made in Norway

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

A PIONER HAS MANY ADVANTAGES:


